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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;The story presented in Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold 

War campaign takes place in the early 1980s, during the&#127772; geographical an

d political tension between the Soviet Union and the United States, better known

 as the titular Cold War. The&#127772; events of the game are the direct continu

ation of the story pictured in the original Black Ops from 2010. Alex&#127772; M

ason, together with his old companions, Frank Woods, and Jason Hudson, are being

 pulled into a dangerous conspiracy with crippling&#127772; global consequences.

 In 1981, President of the United States, Ronald Reagan learns about the Soviet 

spy with a codename Perseus,&#127772; gathering intel for the enemy.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The president authorizes top secret black operation to put an end to th

e conspiration. Players will&#127772; take on the role of a member of the said o

peration, codenamed Bell - players can customize the character and&#127772; deci

de about his (or her) appearance, ethnic background, and personalities providing

 special bonuses and perks. It worth mentioning that the&#127772; game features 

multiple endings, depending on the player&#39;s choices during the campaign. His

tory enthusiasts will appreciate the fact that CoD:&#127772; Black Ops Cold War 

is inspired by the actual events.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;During the single-player campaign, players will have the opportunity to

 visit&#127772; a number of locations, in many different parts of the world. Sin

gle-player missions are challenging and going into the middle&#127772; of battle

 will not end well. During the encounter, players will have to use elements of t

he environment to find&#127772; the right cover, and gain an advantage over the 

enemy. Some missions will also require a more stealthy approach, in&#127772; ord

er to get behind the enemy line without being detected, etc.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Besides the spectacular single-player campaign, CoD: BO Cold War featur

es&#127772; very engaging multiplayer mode, being the second most important elem

ent in every CoD game. It features some old-school 6v6 and&#127772; 12v12 matche

s but also a new mode called &#39;Fireteams&#39; which allows up to 40 players t

o join the battle. The&#127772; game offers an advanced Class system, similar to

 the one from Modern Warfare with some new modifications. Every player can&#1277

72; create a unique class to match his personal preferences and playstyle. It is

 important to mention that the game will&#127772; support cross-play in terms of

 platforms, and generations. Additionally, the progression system implemented in

 Black Ops Cold War features the&#127772; Warzone support which means that the B

attle Pass will unify the progression in both games.&lt;/p&gt;
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